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Section A

Answer a'questions. Each question ca*ies a weightage of r.
State the postulate of equal a priori probability.

Explain the terms microstate and macrostate of an ensemble .

Define thermodynamical probability of a system

Find cnof a monoatomic ideal gas using equipartition theorem
Explain phase space of a classical system.

Define fermi energy.

What is Gibb's paradoi.

Explain the statisticar origin of third law of thermodynamics.

What is meant by Lorenz number ?

Draw the phase diagram of a particle free to move in one dimention.
Define virial co-efficient

What is the relation between fugacity and q_potential.

. (12xL=t2weightage)

Answer anv two questions.:::::;":ron carries a wetghtase of 6.
Discuss the relation between statistics and thermodynamics. Express temperature. pressure andchemical potential interms of the state function g . 

' -'----;

Derive Liouvella'theorous and bring out its consequences.
Discuss thb thermodynamic behaviour of an ideal Bose gas and explain Bose Einstein condensation.

3#;Tr:Hjf"**^amics of black bodv radiation and deduce stefau Boltzman Law of black

(2 x 6 = 12 weightage)
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Section C

Answer any four qugstions, Each question carries a weightage of 3,

L7. Show that when g, >> ni the B.E distribution reduces to the classical M.B distribution'

1g. TWo particles are to be distributed in 3 cells. Elow many microstatgs are possible if the particles are

(a) Boltzons (b) bosons (c) Fermions'

19. Determine the fluctuation in the number of particles in a perfect gas obeying F'D statistics'

20. A mole of oxygen at p = I atm and T = 300k is mixed with 4 moles of Nitrogen at the same pressure

andtemperatureFindtheentropyofmixingpermoleofairformed.

z1^. Atomic weight of Li is 6.94 and its Density is 530 kg/ms calculate the Fermi energ'y and Fermi

temperature of Li.

r'(oG)
22. show that the expectation value of the quantity G is <G> Tm- where z density matrix'

(4x3=12weight'age)


